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Abstract: The fast development and adoption of IoT technologies has been enabling their application
into increasingly sensitive domains, such as Medical and Industrial IoT, in which safety and cyber-
security are paramount. While the number of deployed IoT devices increases annually, they still
present severe cyber-security vulnerabilities, becoming potential targets and entry points for further
attacks. As these nodes become compromised, attackers aim to set up stealthy communication
behaviours, to exfiltrate data or to orchestrate nodes in a cloaked fashion, and network timing covert
channels are increasingly being used with such malicious intents. The IEEE 802.15.4 is one of the
most pervasive protocols in IoT and a fundamental part of many communication infrastructures.
Despite this fact, the possibility of setting up such covert communication techniques on this medium
has received very little attention. We aim to analyse the performance and feasibility of such covert-
channel implementations upon the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, particularly upon the DSME behaviour,
one of the most promising for large-scale time critical communications. This enables us to better
understand the involved risk of such threats and help support the development of active cyber-
security mechanisms to mitigate these threats, which, for now, we provide in the form of practical
network setup recommendations.

Keywords: cyber-physical systems; security; privacy; eavesdropping; covert channel; IoT; 802.15.4

1. Introduction

The advancements in information and communication technology in the past decades
have been converging into a new communication paradigm, in which everything is ex-
pected to be interconnected with the heightened pervasiveness and ubiquity of the Internet
of Things (IoT) paradigm. The IoT, a collection of semi-autonomous, internet-connected
devices comprised of computing, networking, sensing and actuation capabilities intercon-
nected with the physical world [1], encompasses a myriad of several different technologies,
such as Wireless Sensor Networks, Radio-Frequency Identification and Machine-to-Machine
communications. Now, much more than a buzzword, the IoT is becoming a pervasive
reality, enabling applications in multiple domains such as medical care [2], agriculture [3],
supply chains [4], transportation [5] and smart cities [6].

As these technologies mature, they are increasingly finding their way into the indus-
trial domain, to support what is now dubbed as Industry 4.0: the convergence of IoT, Cyber
Physical Systems (CPS) and Cloud technologies on the factory floor, enabling new data
insights, highly customised products and technological autonomy. Along these lines, the
number of deployed IoT devices continues to increase annually and is estimated to reach
75 billion by 2025 [7]; the amount of interconnected devices per network will exponentially
increase as well. However, IoT verticals present a severe set of challenges, enhanced by the
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IoT scale, heterogeneity and fast adoption. In addition, this trend, despite opening excit-
ing opportunities, also unlocks a variety of new security threats [8–10], with heightened
security and privacy risks, particularly in industrial and medical scenarios [11].

Unfortunately, most of these internet-connected IoT devices do not have the same
experience-induced resilience to intrusion, hacking and sabotage attacks that other comput-
ing devices have acquired [12]. On the contrary, they show a significant level of vulnerability.
With 70% of IoT devices found to have serious security vulnerabilities, such as unencrypted
network services and weak password requirements, and 90% of them collecting personal
information [13], there is a critical need for improving IoT security approaches. The need
is further exacerbated as bad actors exploit these weaknesses to conduct attacks against
IoT infrastructure [14–16], even taking down large swaths of the internet by leveraging
Distributed Denial of Service (D-DoS) attacks such as the Mirai botnet [17,18], which relied
upon illegitimate usage of 400,000 IoT devices.

Generally, IoT threats stem both from the intrinsic enhanced vulnerability of a system
that is newly connected to other legacy systems connected to Internet gateways and from
the incredible number of intrusion targets introduced by the IoT paradigm (e.g., home
connected appliances, wearables, connected vehicles, etc.). In the case of Industry 4.0, de-
vices may be exploited for exfiltrating sensitive data with the intent of industrial espionage,
to scale up an attack to more critical parts of a factory (or even to a completely different
infrastructure) or, simply, and often more dangerous, to sabotage machinery with the intent
of physically endangering a factory or voiding its products [12].

The popular solution to these concerns has been the introduction of cryptographic
techniques to support data encryption and secure authentication. However, traditional
cryptography methods for network security pose important and significant challenges. On
the one hand, IoT “things” are often equipped with limited resources in terms of energy
consumption, memory capacity and computational power [19]. Such limitations hinder
the direct implantation of conventional Internet security techniques, such as AES or TLS,
into many IoT solutions [20,21]. Moreover, their absence may lead to various security and
privacy attacks, including eavesdropping, network side-channel attacks and tracking. On
the other hand, encryption cannot solve all security problems in IoT systems; for instance, if
an IoT node establishes covert communication with another device without being detected
by an adversary, encryption is insufficient to prevent eavesdropping [22].

In such a concerning scenario, particularly when physical access to the IoT infras-
tructure is possible, a very important element in any attack is, thus, represented by the
capability of the attacker to exploit a covert channel and information-hiding techniques.
In fact, whether the goal is exfiltration of critical information or to induce unintended
behaviour of a node, there is the need for communicating with the compromised node
without disclosing the fact that it has been compromised. Indeed, network covert channels
are increasingly being used to support malware with stealthy behaviours (stegomalware),
for instance, to exfiltrate data or to orchestrate nodes of a botnet in a cloaked fashion [23].
However, the detection of such attacks is difficult, as it is unknown in advance where the
secret information has been hidden, which is worsened by the fact that network covert
channels usually feature low data rates. Furthermore, neutralisation or mitigation is not
straightforward, as it is hard to not disrupt legitimate flows or degrade the quality of
service, particularly at the perception layer of an Industrial IoT (IIoT) application. Conse-
quently, countermeasures are tightly coupled to specific channel architectures, leading to
under-generalised, and often scarcely scalable, approaches. Hence, we argue that there is an
extreme need for analysing the performance of covert channel attacks regarding reference
IIoT protocols.

For all these reasons, we argue that there is an extreme need for (1) analysing the
performance of covert channel attacks and (2) proposing novel techniques that can leverage
the usage of such techniques in innovative ways, for instance, to devise new information
security mechanisms.
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Although there are several IoT-enabling communication architectures that can help
in achieving energy efficient industrial communication, the communication requirements
of these time-critical processes demand improved Quality of Service (QoS) in terms of
reliability, timeliness and robustness. These stringent requirements on the communication
protocols have been increasingly supported by IEEE 802.15.4 [24], to address the ever-
growing demands for low-power, low-range and robust wireless communication.

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Standards Association (IEEE-SA)
published the IEEE 802.15.4e amendment during the fall of 2012 [25], aiming to enhance and
extend the functionalities of the IEEE 802.15.4-2011 protocol. The enhancements consisted
of several MAC behaviours, which, in addition to providing deterministic communication,
are also designed to support multi-channel frequency hopping mechanisms, such as in
the case of the Deterministic and Synchronous Multichannel Extension (DSME) and Time
Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH). There are also other MAC behaviours such as the
Low Latency Deterministic Network (LLDN), which uses Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) to provide timing guarantees. DSME and TSCH were incorporated into the
revised version IEEE 802.15.4-2020 [24] and constitute the most interesting options for
time-critical communications.

In the particular case of timing covert channels, which rely on timing manipulation
rather than steganographic approaches, such implementations can easily leverage the
time-critical characteristics of the protocol to convey covert information, making them very
hard to detect. This is critical particularly for the DSME, as its non-contention portion of
the superframe features critically timed transmission slots and each avails multiple packet
transmissions, contrary to the TSCH, which turns it into a great target for such timing
manipulations. Unfortunately, there has been no thorough analysis of covert channel
implementations over this communication protocol. This fact prevents network designers
and security experts from evaluating risks and developing or implementing relevant
detection and mitigation strategies.

Therefore, in this work, we aim to analyse the performance and feasibility of such
covert channel implementations upon the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, particularly on the DSME.
We intend to support the development of new mechanisms and add-ons that can effectively
contribute to improving the current state-of-art of IoT systems which rely on these, or
similar, underlying communication technologies. In order to achieve this, we start by
providing the cyber-security and IoT communities with a simulation model, featuring
several covert channel implementations, that can be easily deployed and analysed. This
implementation is then used as a baseline to evaluate the performance of different timing
covert-channel techniques in respect to different networking settings. This knowledge will
be fundamental in order to devise new mechanisms that leverage these hidden protocol
features to implement innovative information security ideas. Afterwards, we propose a
set of recommendations that can be implemented in any DSME network simply by tuning
a set of network configuration parameters. We believe this work will be fundamental
towards a better understanding of these threats and risks over future IIoT deployments,
contributing to the improvement of their security. The remainder of the paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant research background. Section 3
describes the main features of the supporting IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol.
Section 4 overviews the architectural design of the covert channels’ implementation and
establishes the simulation setup for the following performance analysis. Section 5 presents
the performance evaluation results and provides a few insights on how to mitigate the
impact of such techniques when deployed. Finally, a discussion of the main conclusions is
provided in Section 6.

2. Research Background

In network covert channels, data are hidden over legitimate communications by rely-
ing upon the network protocols as carriers. This concept of covert channels, first introduced
in [26], postulates that, in general, covert channels can be divided into storage and timing
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channels. In storage covert channels, processes interact via a shared resource, directly
or indirectly, using read and write operations. In the context of network steganography,
storage covert channels hide data by storing them in the protocol header and/or in the
Protocol Data Unit (PDU). On the other hand, timing channels hide data by manipulating
some event timing, such as the packet inter-arrival time, or by changing the packet order.

The first evidence of an exploit of the timing features of network packets was de-
veloped in [27] by analysing several vulnerabilities to covert channel techniques in LAN
protocols. Since this date, the evolution regarding covert channels has been considerable,
and several kinds have been implemented in a plethora of widespread network protocols
and applications [28–30], including, more recently, particular emphasis on LoRa [31,32].
Importantly (and often surprisingly), such covert communication implementations can
also be leveraged with beneficial objectives, as in [33], in which covert channels were used
to provide authentication support to automotive CAN bus implementations.

However, just a few works address the quite pervasive IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. At the
physical layer, the authors in [34] developed a covert channel by exploiting the Direct Spread
Spectrum Sequence (DSSS), using a steganography technique. They also proposed a secret
acknowledgement and error detection mechanism to ensure reliable communication in the
covert channel. They concluded that, using their method, they could transfer confidential
information reliably at a significant rate without considerably affecting the performance
of primary data reception. In [35], the authors proposed to develop a covert channel by
manipulating the link quality as provided by the Link Quality Indication (LQI). This was
achieved by proposing two covert channels that targeted the modulation of transmission
power and modulation of sensor data.

The disadvantage of such approaches is that access and control of the node’s physical
layer is mandatory, something that is often not possible since these features are often deeply
embedded in the radio transceiver’s firmware. On the other hand, LQI techniques can be
unreliable. In this line of thinking, covert techniques that can function at the MAC sub-layer
are much more attractive, particularly since these are usually implemented by a software
stack, to which an application can much more easily gain access via common software
exploits. In this regard, [36] explored several steganography options of the 802.15.4 protocol
in its 2006 version. Several fields such as the Frame Control, Sequence Number and Address
Info were explored for potential usage. For instance, several types of frames can be altered
to embed some secret information. In a normal data frame, for instance, from the 16-bit
Frame Control field, 5 of them (7–9th and 12–13th) are reserved and can be made to carry
covert information often disregarded by the protocol [36].

On the other hand, timing covert channels (TCC) include the covert messages in
the timing behaviour at the sender and then extract the covert messages at the receiver.
Normally, the delays in network packets are used to deliver covert messages [37]. How-
ever, there have been no explorations of such channels on IEEE 802.15.4. Indeed, the few
analyses of this subject in previous versions of the protocol [34–36] only focused upon
steganography or storage-based covert channels, not addressing the fundamental threat of
network timing channels. Moreover, there is no simulation model available that encom-
passes such implementations, which is fundamental for network designers and security
experts to evaluate risks as well as to further support the development of detection and
mitigation strategies.

In a relevant survey [10], authors made conclusions related to several possible im-
plementations of covert channels. We implemented the techniques that manipulated the
packet inter-arrival time over this protocol, and carried out their performance analysis. The
most basic technique and the easiest to implement is the On/Off, a basic binary covert
channel created by inserting a single transmission delay between packet transmissions, i.e.,
a couple of network symbols, that, when present, translate to the transmission of a single
bit and, when absent, to the transmission of bit 0. Figure 1 illustrates transmission of bit 1
and bit 0. This is the simplest covert channel, since it only involves minimal changes to the
protocol without much complexity.
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L-Bits to N-Packets is a technique capable of greatly increasing the covert channel
capacity, and, hence, is more dangerous. By creating a matrix that assigns packet inter-
arrival delays to different bit sets, the covert channel is able to transmit sets of bits instead
of a single one per inter-arrival time, vastly improving the covert channel’s transmission
capabilities. Figure 2 illustrates the transmission of characters a, b and c.

Figure 1. Time Slot diagram of an On/Off covert channel.

Figure 2. Time Slot diagram of a covert channel of the L-Bits to N-Packets type.

Lastly, the Time Replay technique further increments on the previous idea by increas-
ing its data confidentiality, making it more concealable. Such a configuration makes it more
difficult to detect a covert transmission pattern and also to decode the covert information
being transmitted, as there exists more than one way of encoding the same covert piece
of information, as a bit set can be passed using different delays. Figure 3 illustrates the
transmission of characters a and b using Time Replay. For instance, in the figure, bit 0 can
be encoded using a delay of 2, 4 or 6 symbols, while bit 1 can be coded into an encoded
message using an interval of 3, 5 or 7 symbols.

Figure 3. Time Slot diagram of a covert channel of the Time Replay type.

As shown, regarding the IEEE 802.15.4-2020, a de facto standard for the underlying
WSN infrastructure of many IoT and Industry 4.0 systems, little attention has been given
to the deployment of covert channels in this protocol. The available literature approaches
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the problem of covert channels only in the previous versions of the protocol, focusing
solely on storage-based covert channels, not addressing a fundamental threat of network
timing channels. Moreover, there is no simulation model available that encompasses
such covert channel implementations, which is fundamental for network designers and
security experts to evaluate risks and to further support the development of detection
and mitigation strategies. In [38], we carried out a preliminary assessment of the On/Off
TCC technique with fixed and larger inter-arrival time granularity. In this work, we
progress much further, by implementing TCC techniques with larger encoding capabilities
and exploring the performance for different timing granularity that can be imposed by
implementation requirements. We believe it is worthwhile and of great importance to the
IoT and cyber-security community to undertake such an endeavor.

3. Overview of the IEEE 802.15.4 DSME

The Deterministic Synchronous Multi-channel Extension (DSME) of IEEE 802.15.4 stands
out from the remaining MAC behaviours because of its features such as multi-channel ac-
cess and support for both contention-based and contention-free traffic, which increases the
overall robustness, flexibility and scalability while still providing deterministic communi-
cation. These properties also make it an interesting target for deployment of hidden TCCs,
particularly, as it supports multiple packet transmissions in a single tightly timed, guaran-
teed timeslot. The DSME network is time-synchronised by the multisuperframe structure
(Figure 4). The rows that span across the multisuperframe indicate the channels and the
columns that represent the timeslots. Every superframe within a multisuperframe consists
of a Contention Access Period (CAP), that uses CSMA/CA for data transmission, and a
Contention-Free Period (CFP), that uses Guaranteed Timeslots (GTS). Every GTS accom-
modates the transmission of data and an eventual acknowledgment. To allow for a finite
amount of time for the MAC layers to process the received data, two successive frames
transmitted from a device are separated by at least an IFS period. The length of the IFS period
is dependent on the size of the frame that has just been transmitted and can be macSifsPeriod
(12 symbols) for shorter frames or macLifsPeriod (40 symbols) for longer frames.

Figure 4. IEEE 802.15.4 DSME multi superframe structure (BO = 7, MO = 7, SO = 6).

The superframe is defined by BO, the Beacon Order, which specifies the transmission
interval of a beacon that delimits the beginning of a superframe. MO is the Multisuperframe
Order that impacts the Enhanced Beacon (EB) interval of a multisuperframe, and SO is the
Superframe Order that specifies the size of a superframe.

The standard defines the structure of the superframe by the values of Superframe
Duration (SD), Multisuperframe Duration (MD) and the Beacon Interval (BI). The Multisu-
perframe Duration is a new parameter introduced in DSME, as compared to the native IEEE
802.15.4 superframe structure. These parameters are defined in the following equations:

MD = aBaseSuper f rameDuration × 2MOsymbols (1)

f or 0 ≤ SO ≤ MO ≤ BO ≤ 14

BI = aBaseSuper f rameDuration × 2BOsymbols (2)

f or 0 ≤ BO ≤ 14
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SD = aBaseSuper f rameDuration × 2SOsymbols (3)

f or 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14

where aBaseSuper f rameDuration denotes the minimum duration of a superframe corre-
sponding to SO = 0. This duration is fixed to 960 symbols, corresponding to 15.36 ms,
assuming 250 kbps in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. The total number of superframes and
multisuperframes in a DSME superframe structure can be determined by 2(BO−SO) and
2(BO−MO), respectively. The PAN coordinator sets the values of BO, SO and MO upon
network initialisation and are then conveyed to the nodes via Enhanced Beacon at the begin-
ning of each multisuperframe. To further maximise the available guaranteed bandwidth for
time critical appplications, CAP Reduction feature was introduced for DSME. This proposal
enables the protocol to remove the CAP on all but the first superframe of a multisuperframe,
guaranteeing that this initial CAP space is enough for the nodes to exchange allocation
requests for the entire multisuperframe (i.e., a node could allocate a timeslot in the second
superframe of the multisuperframe). To further increase the performance of the network,
the IEEE 802.15.4 DSME protocol provides the CAP reduction flag. If this flag is enabled,
then only the first superframe of the multisuperframe will have the CAP space, while all
the other superframes will have the beacon slot occupied and all remaining slots will be
dedicated to guaranteed timeslots in the CFP portion of the superframe.

4. System Design and Implementation

We created a TCC in the DSME by manipulating the inter-arrival time (covert_delay)
of DSME–GTS transmissions, in accordance with the equation below:

covert_delay = IFS + (α × covert_code) (4)

The inserted covert channel delay in symbols can be computed as the sum of the stan-
dard inter-frame spacing (IFS) with the covert_code (in symbols) encoding the covert data.
The covert_code can be further multiplied by an α factor which represents the granularity
of the delay to be introduced. The covert_delay can then be converted into milliseconds.
For some implementations, it may be hard to decode codes which only differ by a symbol
in length, due to performance issues; hence, one can increase its granularity by a scaling
factor of α. In this work, we also present results in such cases to explore the limitations that
some implementations can introduce.

To achieve this, we implement three different kinds of timing covert channels over the
DSME–GTS mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 in a single-hop communication architecture.
Such a mechanism supports contention-free traffic, thus providing improved delivery
guarantees and time-bounded communication. Due to these timing properties, this mecha-
nism presents itself as great prey for such time-based covert exploits. The implementation
and assessment of the covert channels relies on the IEEE 802.15.4 openDSME simulation
model [39], which was deployed over the OMNeT++ 6.0 event simulation framework,
supported by the INET platform v4.3.7. This model is composed of two fundamental
layers integrated into the MAC link layer: the DSMELayer and the DSMEAdaptionLayer
(Figure 5). The first is responsible for implementing the newly released DSME MAC be-
haviour and all its features, while the adaption layer implements the base IEEE 802.15.4
functions required to perform a cohesive link with the rest of the OSI layers. The higher
layer communicates with the lower DSME layer through two interfaces known roughly as
Service Access Points (SAP). The DSMEPlatform module is responsible for harmonising
the whole model, interconnecting both the DSMELayer and the DSMEAdaptionLayer. The
model (at https://bitbucket.org/ricardoseverino/154_gts_ctc, accessed on 21 July 2023) is
described in more detail in [39] and overviewed in Figure 5. To fully encapsulate the covert
channel implementation in the openDSME model, two new modules were created: (1) the
Covert Helper, responsible for the transmission of the messages with covert information
and, as such, inserting time delays into the network and (2) the Covert Helper Receiver,
in charge of interpreting the information being transmitted in the subliminal channel, by

https://bitbucket.org/ricardoseverino/154_gts_ctc
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calculating the timing interval between received packets and, with that value, decoding the
information being covertly transmitted. It is important to highlight that, for such an exploit
to work, only the transmitter must be compromised and fitted with the Covert Helper
module. Any other node or IEEE 802.15.4 radio can then serve as receiver and listen to the
ongoing transmission in promiscuous mode to decode the information.

Figure 5. openDSME architecture and covert modules implementation.

4.1. Covert Helper

From the sender’s perspective (Algorithm 1), the covert message to be transmitted
must be defined in the initialisation of the module for each new transmission. To facilitate
the performance analysis, the same message is continuously transmitted in a loop but
it can be changed at any time. To better illustrate the behaviour, we consider that we
are transmitting a string of characters. At the beginning of each new covert message
transmission, a start delay is introduced at the first transmission opportunity to signal the
start of a new covert transaction. The algorithm must then deconstruct the covert message
into bits, which are then translated into delays, which are multiple of the protocol symbol
duration. In the illustrated example, we consider an On/Off type of covert channel. The
first character of the message is selected and each bit is transmitted (by introducing a delay
between each packet transmitted in the DSME–GTS). The process continues throughout
the remaining string.

This algorithm is injected into the MessageDispatcher module of the DSMELayer, more
particularly, of the OpenDSME stack, in the sendDoneGTS method. In here, the transmitter
node pops messages from the send queue and, in each one, checks the timeslot for available
remaining time for packet transmission. This native method was also tweaked in order to
account for the covert delay, upon checking if the timeslot had space for a whole packet
transmission. A few changes to this algorithm are introduced in the case of the other covert
channel techniques. This is discussed below.
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Algorithm 1 Sender’s algorithm

Delay← DELAY_BIT_1
CharToSend← MessageToSend[CharCounter]
BitToSend← GetBitsetFromChar(CharToSend)[BitCounter]
if New_message is true then

StartDelay(CurrentTime + 3× Delay)
SendMessage
New_message← 0

else if BitToSend is 0 then
if BitCounter is greater or equal than 8 then

CharCounter ← CharCounter + 1
BitCounter ← 0

end if
SendMessage
BitCounter ++

else if BitToSend is 1 then
if BitCounter is greater or equal than 8 then

CharCounter ← CharCounter + 1
BitCounter ← 0

end if
StartDelay(CurrentTime + 2× Delay)
SendMessage
BitCounter ++

end if

4.2. Covert Helper Receiver

On the receiver’s side (Algorithm 2), a first verification is performed to ensure the
packets having their transmission interval scanned were originally sent from the node
responsible for sending the covert information. Next, the packet inter-arrival interval is
computed. However, to accurately compute it, one must consider the protocol wireless
transmission time. Hence, the algorithm computes it, considering the specific packet pay-
load and header size (TxTime). The remaining ones are then converted from milliseconds
into multiples of protocol symbols (Equation (5)):

CovertDelay =
(CurrentInterval − TxTime)× aBaseSuper f rameDuration(symbols)

aBaseSuper f rameDuration(ms)
(5)

where CurrentInterval is computed as current time minus the last covert packet recorded
time (in milliseconds), TxTime represents the wireless transmission time of the packet
(Header+Payload) and aBaseSuperframeDuration is the constant that specifies the minimum
superframe duration in the protocol. With this value, it is then possible to compute the
covert delay inserted between the received packets. Afterwards, a simple comparison with
the known encoding values is sufficient to determine the bit being covertly transmitted in
the channel, or the initialisation of a new transmission, which resets the storing variables.
After a correct reception, the algorithm saves the received covert information and proceeds
to the next packet, restarting the process. Depending on the TCC technique used, the
algorithm will search different delay lists in order to decode the received covert bit (or set
of bits).

In what follows, we describe particular implementation considerations to support the
three kinds of timing covert channels analysed.
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Algorithm 2 Receiver’s algorithm

CurrentTime← CurrentSimTime
CurrentInterval ← (CurrentTime− LastPacketTime)
ByteSize← MessageTotalSymbols− HeaderSize
Delay← CurrentInterval−TxTime×960

15.36
if CurrentInterval is smaller than MaxTime then

if Delay is 0 then
BitReceived← 0
MessageReceived← MessageReceived + BitReceived

else if Delay is 2 then
BitReceived← 1
MessageReceived← MessageReceived + BitReceived

else if Delay is 3 then
MessageReceived← EmptyString

end if
end if
LastPacketTime← CurrentTime

4.3. Specific TCC Implementation Details

On–Off Covert Channel: We implement a binary timing covert channel by manipu-
lating the packet inter-arrival time during a DSME–GTS slot, as presented in Figure 1. To
maintain compatibility with the standard timing granularity, we make use of the protocol’s
symbol duration as the basic timing unit. This is the smallest amount of simulation time
available and recognised by the simulation framework, corresponding to the minimum
spacing between each frame. We use a length of two symbols to transmit a binary “one”
and a single for a binary “zero”, i.e., standard inter-frame spacing. To signal the beginning
of a new transmission, a delay of three symbols is also introduced. When the receiver com-
putes this delay, it resets the covert channel mechanism and begins a fresh reception. The
algorithm records the packet inter-arrival time, retaining the inserted delay corresponding
to the hidden information. The conversion is then performed from milliseconds to symbols
to decode the covert information, which is saved; the channel is then prepared for the next
packet reception.

L-Bits to N-Packets Covert Channel: A correlation between the covert information to
be transmitted and their associated delay is performed at the start, and must be known by
the transmitting and receiving sides. For instance, a set of two bits (00) can be assigned to a
delay of 2 symbols, set (01) to 3 symbols, set (11) to 4 symbols, etc. From this association, the
algorithm finds the next bits to transmit from the full message, obtain their corresponding
delay and insert it into the packet’s timing. On the receiving side, similarly to the On–
Off covert channel technique, the inserted delay is obtained and decoded using the pre-
arranged table containing the association between delays and covert bits.

Time Replay Covert Channel: Its implementation is rather similar to the L-Bits to
N-Packets technique. The main difference is on the transmitter side, where the correlation
table is now a matrix containing the several possible delays for the same covert bit set,
and a Random Number Generator is implemented in order to determine the interval to be
used (from the possible three) in the upcoming transmission. The receiver then retrieves
the delay value and performs a row search of the matrix until the recorded delay value
is found, as well as the associated covert data. Such a technique may help in escaping
automated analysis algorithms that look for inter-arrival pattern repetition, while also
making it harder to decode the covert information.

4.4. Simulation Setup

The implementation performed in the openDSME model [39] was run in the OMNeT++
6.0 rc1 event simulation framework, supported by the INET platform. We considered a
star network topology with 11 nodes, organised in a circular shape, where the distance
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between the exterior nodes and the node [0], i.e., the PAN Coordinator, was similar. This
node, being placed at the center, acts as a sink, as presented in Figure 6. Such network
size allows us to set up adequate network parameters for the analysis. The default setup
of the simulation (unless changed for a specific metric comparison) considers a packet
payload length of 1 byte, a varying data rate of 0.01 to 3 s per packet created and a channel
bitrate of 250 k bits per second. The chosen data rate values are intended to cover a wide
range of different application scenarios, from intensive high-data rate applications such as
real-time structural health monitoring [40] or aircraft active flow control [41] to much more
relaxed environmental monitoring scenarios. In terms of the protocol standard constants,
the beacon order was set to 6, multisuperframe order was 5 and the superframe order
was 4. We considered MO = SO + 1 for all test cases and BO = MO + 1, to guarantee
that we allocated two superframes per multisuperframe. This is enough to schedule all
nodes’ transmissions in a single multisuperframe, with one GTS slot for each node, as
presented in Figure 7 for nodes 1–9. For each simulation scenario, we retrieve several
metrics such as the number of bytes of overt traffic transmitted (supporting GTS packets),
the amount of information sent covertly (covert data in bytes), the interval between packets
in the guaranteed timeslot and the interval between timeslots in which the covert node
is transmitting.

Figure 6. OMNeT++ Simulator Model.

Figure 7. Superframe schedule for 10 nodes.
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5. Results
5.1. Metrics and Information Sources

To assess the performance of the TCC techniques, we considered the following metrics:

• Covert Channel Efficiency, which is represented as the fraction of covert traffic suc-
cessfully transmitted over the total overt traffic in the GTS slot during the simulation. It
informs the impact of the covert channel in the network, in terms of transmission delays;

• Covert Channel Capacity, which measures the amount of covert information success-
fully transmitted in the covert channel per second of simulation time.

We disregard headers in all metrics. A more efficient covert channel makes better use
of the available overt traffic for communication, while higher Covert Channel Capacity
naturally translates higher covert channel throughput and, possibly, better data exfiltration
capacity. This greatly helps to better understand the risk of such techniques.

In what follows, we first analyse the least complex TCC technique. This enables the
reader to better grasp what is at play. We then repeat a similar analysis for the more complex
TCC techniques and draw a comparison between all. For each technique, we first analyse
the impact of the SO parameter upon these metrics for different traffic generation rates
(TGR) from 0.01 s up to 3 s, covering most possible application scenario data-rate demands.
Then, we analyse the effect of the packet payload length. To finalise, we then identify some
key recommendations that can be introduced to reduce the covert channel impact.

5.2. On/Off Technique

We considered a single On/Off covert channel, established on node[1] to exfiltrate
data, corresponding to the slot indicated in the Figure 7. Each simulation ran for 200 s in
order to retrieve a data point to compute the needed performance metrics as we changed
the relevant network settings. Although the implementation of such a covert technique at
the PAN Coordinator, in a bidirectional fashion could potentially give the attacker control
over the entire network, we considered the case of a unidirectional CC for the analysis.

5.2.1. Impact of SO upon the Covert Channel

To evaluate the behaviour of the covert channel, we considered varying traffic rates
from 0.01 to 3 s. To understand the impact of the SO length upon the scenarios, we tested
the MO, SO and BO combinations represented in Table 1.

Table 1. Network DSME configurations.

SO MO BO

A 4 5 6

B 5 6 7

C 6 7 8

D 7 8 9

E 8 9 10

F 10 11 12

G 12 13 14

Figure 8 present and overview of the On/Off TCC performance for each SO setting
(SO 4 to 10). For each, we separately depicted the overt, or legitimate, traffic throughput
and the covert traffic throughput for different Traffic Generation Rates (TGR). In addition,
we also presented the CC Efficiency across the TGRs (black dashed line).

At its best, the binary covert channel was able to achieve a CC Efficiency of 11.9% in
regards to the overall legitimate traffic transmitted (for SO = 6 and above). However, as
expected, such efficiency decreases as the supporting overt generated traffic is reduced.
Particularly, for lower SO, this results in an abrupt decline in CC Efficiency. This means
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that, although legitimate traffic is being transmitted, it is not able to support the covert
channel. The frequent GTS slots, due to the lower SO, dispatch the overt traffic with shorter
delays, which prevents the accumulation of packets to avail the GTS service. This reduces
the efficiency of the TCC channel, which relies on the manipulation of the inter-arrival
time between transmissions. For larger SO (SO > 8) the network can maintain a good CC
Efficiency throughout the TGRs, even when the amount of traffic decreases to 1 packet
every 3 s, e.g., SO = 10, CC Efficiency above 10%.

Interestingly, if we pick a high TGR such as 0.01 s, we observe that, for small SOs
(SO = 4), only a small portion of the amount of traffic sent is relevant for covert traffic,
i.e., 7.3% CC Efficiency. This is tightly connected with timeslot length. The reduced GTS
duration at SO = 4 (15.36 ms) forces the binary covert channel to resume service on the next
superframe, discarding the last sent packet. Naturally, the amount of packets discarded
is higher the more resets the covert channel mechanism has to perform. Comparing with
SO = 8, we observe that, although they present similar CC Capacity for TGR = 0.01, CC
Efficiency is higher on the latter. This means more overt transmissions are needed for lower
SO to achieve the same CC Capacity.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 8. Regular vs. Covert channel traffic in several Superframe Orders. (a) Superframe Order 4.
(b) Superframe Order 5. (c) Superframe Order 6. (d) Superframe Order 7. (e) Superframe Order 8.
(f) Superframe Order 10.

Regarding CC Capacity, it is, therefore, clear that choosing a good compromise between
SO and the traffic-rate is fundamental. For lower SO values, e.g., SO = 4 and SO = 5, as overt
traffic decreases per GTS slot, no covert information can be conveyed at all. This is because
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there are not enough packets accumulated in each slot for transmission, and, instead, the
generated packet is dispatched almost immediately (due to the short GTS periodicity),
while the next superframes remain unoccupied until a new packet is generated. However,
for higher SO values, the channel can better cope with scarce traffic as, due to its longer
superframes, delay is higher and packets become accumulated while awaiting service. In
addition, given the higher slot length, more packets can be transmitted in a single slot.
However, CC Capacity remains low for higher SO.

Figure 9 aggregates the CC Capacity results for all network setting combinations in
Table 1 against different TGRs. As shown, regarding the above mentioned SO/TGR balance,
SO = 6 seemed to provide the best results for TGR = [0.01, 0.05], achieving 0.94 covert bytes
per second. Lower SOs, due to the small GTS size, cannot transmit many packets per
slot, which are needed to support the binary covert channel. Although for SO = 6, there
is a higher delay between slots than for lower SOs, its larger slot size allows for more
traffic to be transmitted per slot, leading to fewer resets, which increases covert channel
capacity. However, for TGR = 0.1 s, SO = 7 seemed to be more suited, as presented in
Figure 9, achieving 0.60 B/s. Then, SO = 8 achieves the best covert channel capacity at
TGR = 0.4. This occurs until traffic generation rate slows down to 0.1 s. Then, SO = 7
achieves better results at the expense of higher delay. This is related to the GTS slot
periodicity. Too frequent GTS slots at slower TGR dispatch overt traffic in such a way that
the accumulation of packets per slot is decreased, reducing the supporting overt traffic for
the binary CC implementation.

Higher SOs, on the other hand, result in lower covert traffic capacity and appear less
sensitive to variations in traffic generation rate. For SO = 10, in TGR = [0.01, 0.7], the covert
channel capacity does not change significantly with the traffic rate, and, for SO = 12, the
covert channel capacity is approximately the same for all traffic generation rates. This is
a consequence of the large GTS slot length’s and period, which accumulates sparse overt
traffic, hence supporting covert communications, even at low frequency TGR, although with
great delay (which in turn impacts the CC Capacity metric, which is computed throughout
simulation time). CC Capacity and Efficiency remain approximately constant (Figure 8e,f).

Figure 9. Total Covert Bytes transmitted by Traffic Generation Rate and Superframe Order.

5.2.2. Impact of Packet length

While keeping the same network setup, we next analysed the impact of different
packet lengths on the covert channel performance. To carry out this analysis, we started
by fixing the SO to 6 and varied the traffic generation rate. Indeed, as shown in Figure 10
for SO = 6, this impact is particularly visible for lower traffic generation periods. For
TGR = 0.01 s, an increase in packet length dramatically reduces the covert channel capacity,
as, the larger each packet, the less traffic that can fit inside a timeslot, thus decreasing
the available overt support traffic for the binary covert channel. As the amount of traffic
decreases, the longer packets decrease their impact upon the covert channel capacity. This
is because the number of packets transmitted in each slot is already so low that the longer
packet size does not significantly change the amount transmitted per slot.
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Figure 10. Total Covert Bytes transmitted by Packet Length and Traffic Generation Rate for SO 6.

We next studied the impact of packet length at different SOs and learned, regarding
the covert channel, the effect of increased packet lengths on covert channel capacity is
particularly worse for lower SOs, as shown in Figure 11 for TGR = 0.01. The already shorter
timeslots now further reduce service by half, for the case of 75 bytes packet length. The
dramatic decrease in packets effectively transmitted naturally reduces the capacity of the
timing covert channel, as already analysed in the previous section. However, for larger
SOs, the effect of packet length is negligible, even at such high traffic generation rates. This
immunity is related to the large GTS timeslot length, which is sufficient to accommodate
all the generated traffic.

It is also worthwhile to analyse the impact of packet length upon the Covert Channel
Efficiency metric. As observed in Figure 12, the increase in packet length results in a
decrease in the CC Efficiency metric throughout different SOs. The larger packets generate
an increased amount of delivered overt traffic, which decreases the CC Efficiency ratio,
as the covert traffic remains approximately the same and much smaller, in comparison to
the overt counterpart. Low CC Efficiencies are thus expected, as the TCC works by taking
advantage of overt traffic, which is produced in larger amounts. However, for fair usage of
the metric, CC Efficiency should be compared only at the same packet lengths.

Figure 11. Total Covert Bytes transmitted by Superframe Order and Packet Length.

Figure 12. CC Efficiency per SO at different Packet Lengths.
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5.3. Analysis of More Complex TCC Techniques

To better understand the performance limits of GTS TCC over this protocol, the other
relevant techniques were also analysed. The Time Replay and the L-Bits to N-Packets
techniques provide additional efficiency via improved coding of the covert data, achieved
by supporting additional packet inter-arrival intervals to code 2, 4 and 8 bit sets at a time.

Figure 13 depicts the CC capacity for such implementations at different covert data
encoding lengths (2, 4 and 8 bits). Regarding CC capacity, as presented in Figure 13, the
techniques that encode 8 covert bits per single packet inter-arrival interval present the
highest capacity. However, even when encoding 2 bit sets of covert traffic, the CC capacity
doubled, reaching approximately 2 B/s for SO = 6 (Figure 13a,b), while, with the On/Off
technique, we could reach a maximum of 0.94 B/s (Figure 9). The best CC capacity was
reached for 8 bit TCC encoding techniques at SO = [6, 7], achieving 5.8 B/s for high traffic
rates of TGR = [0.01, 0.05].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 13. CC Techniques capacity comparison for different Superframe Orders and Traffic Genera-
tion Rates. (a) L-Bits to N-Packets 2 bits. (b) Time Replay 2 bits. (c) L-Bits to N-Packets 4 bits. (d) Time
Replay 4 bits. (e) L-Bits to N-Packets 8 bits. (f) Time Replay 8 bits.

As expected, the abundance of supporting overt generic traffic in the network allows
for an increase in the covert traffic and, therefore, the highest recorded values are related to
a TGR of 0.01 s. Comparing superframe orders, we observe that an extremely low or high
superframe order can negatively impact the CC capacity. This is, on the one hand, due to
the reduced size of the guaranteed timeslots (lower superframe orders) and, on the other
hand, to the longer period that separates GTS timeslots because of the longer superframes
(high superframe orders).

Clearly, the increase in CC capacity from the 4 and 8 bit TCC techniques is quite
significant. In Figure 14, we compare CC efficiency for the different techniques at SO = 6.
Clearly, the 8 bit techniques reach CC efficiency close to 96%. This implies that we are
reaching the point at which the TCC conveys a byte of covert information for each byte
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of regular overt traffic transmitted. Naturally, the least efficient technique is the On/Off,
followed by the 2 bit encoding techniques, showing close to 24% CC efficiency.

Given this information, one could easily argue that the more bits of information one
can encode into the covert interval, the better. This will result in larger CC efficiency, CC
capacity and, therefore, higher capacity for data exfiltration. However, such an approach
can also increase the detectability of the covert channel due to large overt traffic delays.

Figure 15 presents the inter-arrival time between consecutive covert transmissions,
that is, the amount of delay inserted into each legitimate packet to encode and transmit the
desired covert information for each technique. We considered SO = 10 for all cases.

Figure 14. CC Efficiency technique comparison.

Figure 15. CC Techniques intervals comparison.

A manipulation of the inter-arrival time between GTS transmissions on the order of a
couple of symbols, as in the case of the On/Off TCC technique, can easily pass unnoticed,
as it will not heavily impact the delay, i.e., 3 symbols approximately equals 0.096 ms,
on top of 12 or 40 symbols of the SIFS or LIFS. That is also the case for the L-Bits to N-
Packets (2 bit) technique. The increase in delay is minimal but already sufficient to almost
double the CC capacity in comparison with the On/Off. The Time Replay (2 bit) technique,
however, already further increases the delay. This is because it will provide additional
codes for the same data, hence increasing the delay. As shown in Figure 13, the Time
Replay technique does not provide any improvement in terms of CC capacity. However, by
using different codes for the same piece of covert information, the decoding of the covert
information by security personnel may become difficult. The same principle applies as we
use 4 bit encoding techniques, although one can remain bellow the 3 ms delay between
packets. For the 8 bit techniques, however, the delay starts becoming too noticeable. This
is particularly visible for the Time Replay technique, which relies on a quite large set of
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encoding intervals and may reach delays over 12 ms between overt data transmissions.
This naturally decreases the amount of traffic that can be conveyed per GTS slot, meaning,
in some cases, it will be unfeasible to implement, depending on the granularity of the
encoding interval unit (α).

5.4. Impact of the TCC Encoding Interval (α)

As mentioned before, the timing covert channels rely on a minimum interval to
encode information. Such a value for α was chosen as the duration of one symbol (around
0.016 ms). Hence, multiples of this unit were used to encode the different covert data sets.
We understand this unit to be implementation specific. There may be cases in which, due
to hardware or processing limitations, longer α values must be used. However, this poses a
significant impact upon the performance of the TCC, and, in some cases, some SO settings
will not be able to support some TCC techniques. In this section, we decided to explore this
impact, to better understand the behaviour of such techniques for α of 1 symbol, 30 symbols
and 100 symbols, which correspond to 16 µs, 480 µs and 1.6 ms, respectively.

For these simulations we kept a TGR of 0.01s to guarantee a good amount of supporting
traffic and evaluated the different techniques’ CC capacity at different SO. As shown
in Figure 16, the profile for α = 1 is the same as found in previous results, reaching
approximately 6 B/s CC Capacity for the longer encoding techniques of LBNP8 and TR8,
and the worst performance for the On/Off case. However, at α = 30 symbols, we observe
a significant performance drop among all techniques, as longer inter-arrival periods are
needed to encode the same information due to the increase in α. TR8 cannot be sustained
with SO between 4 and 10, as the GTS slot size is too short to accommodate the long delays
between packets. The LBNP8 can only be supported at SO > 8.

Figure 16. CC Capacity for different techniques (SO and α variation).

Interestingly, at SO = 4, only the On/Off technique can be supported with such α, and
at SO = 5 the LBNP4 technique is the only one that outperforms On/Off, despite LBNP2
and TR2 is also supported. TR4 is only available for SO > 5 and LBNP8 for SO > 7. As of
SO > 6, the On/Off technique starts under-performing with respect to the other techniques.
With increasing superframe size and, thus, GTS slot length, larger covert encoding intervals
can be accommodated between the packets, meaning techniques with larger encoding
capabilities (2, 4 and 8 bit) start gaining in CC Capacity. On the other hand, the increasing
period between the GTS transmission opportunities, lowers the CC Capacity for the other
techniques. Effectively, at SO = 10, LBNP8 surpasses all other techniques in CC Capacity,
slightly compensating for the large superframe period with higher covert bit encoding for
each interval. As we increase α to 100 symbols, CC Capacity drops even further for all
techniques (as expected). Again, only the On/Off binary technique can support covert
traffic at SO < 5. However, as the SO increases, the On/Off cannot support CC Capacity
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above 1 B/s. LBNP4 is supported for SO > 6 and surpasses the On/Off technique CC
Capacity due to its larger encoding format.

We conclude that larger encoding techniques do not necessarily increase the CC
Capacity if large α is selected, due to implementation constraints. Indeed, simpler, binary
techniques such as the On/Off can outperform these for mid-range SO (4 < SO < 8) for
large α of 100 symbols. For larger SO > 7 and large α, the higher bit encoding capacities of
the more complex TCC techniques start to gain more prominence due to the longer periods
between GTS slots. Still, the overall CC Capacity decreases substantially with the increase
in α (6 fold for α of 100 symbols), as less covert data fit inside each slot due to the increase in
the inserted interval length. Hence, as α increases above 100 symbols, higher bit encoding
techniques do not provide a very significant advantage and, on the contrary, may be easier
to detect due to the introduction of very large delays in GTS data.

To better illustrate this effect, Figure 17 presents the packet inter-arrival time for each
technique with different encoding capabilities and different α. Focusing, for instance, on
the LBNP techniques, it is clear that the LBNP techniques introduce less delay than the TR.
For instance, in Figure 17f, we see that it was not possible to fit the covert delays introduced
by the TR8 technique at α = 100 into a timselot. This is because TR introduces different code
words for the same data, thus resulting in increased delays. For the LBNP2, there is not
a significant increase in delay with increase in α. There are only 4 encoding possibilities,
hence the impact is limited. However, it becomes clear that, as the enconding capabilities
increase, the impact becomes much larger, from 4 ms for α = 1 to 13 ms for α = 100, and,
for the LBNP8, from 12 ms for α = 1 to 50 ms for α = 30 and 160 ms for α = 100. Notably,
160 ms average packet delay is very much significant, and, as shown in Figure 16, this
does not translate into a significant improvement for SO = 10 with regard to LBNP4, which
presents 13 ms. For lower α = 30, LBNP8 shows a 10-fold increase in inter-arrival delay with
regard to LBNP4 just results in a 0.2 B/s improvement in CC capacity, again at SO = 10.
However, at lower α, clearly, the usage of higher encoding techniques is worthwhile as it
does not translate into high inter-arrival delays. This can be visualised better in Figure 18,
which depicts the packet inter-arrival delay at different α, concerning the different TCC
techniques. As depicted, the Time Replay techniques are indeed the most affected by the
increase in α, due to the multiple redundant encoding values, while LBNP shows much
lower delays, even with LBNP4 lower that TR2 at α = 100.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17. Cont.
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(e) (f)

Figure 17. CC Techniques packet delay time comparison for different values of α. (a) L-Bits to N-
Packets 2 bits. (b) Time Replay 2 bits. (c) L-Bits to N-Packets 4 bits. (d) Time Replay 4 bits. (e) L-Bits
to N-Packets 8 bits. (f) Time Replay 8 bits.

Figure 18. inter-arrival delay for TCC techniques at different α.

Covert Channel Impairment

It is clear that such convert implementations can become quite concerning, despite
the low throughput. At moderate overt traffic rates, i.e., 0.1–0.4 packets/s, and with a very
naive CC On/Off implementation (i.e., not the most efficient in terms of data encoding), it
takes from 50 s to a couple of minutes to exfiltrate a 256 bit key using such a covert channel
approach. However, if a higher bit encoding technique is used, such as TR8, this can be
performed in under 6 s. This is how much time it can take to defeat many encryption
techniques, permanently and almost covertly, if such a TCC is in place, even if the network
manager frequently changes encryption keys. Moreover, only the transmitter must be
compromised for the covert channel to work, as any other node or IEEE 802.15.4 radio
can then serve as receiver and listen to the ongoing transmission in promiscuous mode to
decode the information. Indeed, even if encryption is in place, the timing characteristics of
the MAC remain; thus, covert information is transmitted independently of the strength of
the encryption algorithm used to encrypt the payload.

Furthermore, the TCCs were implemented in a single slot; however, by placing such an
exploit at the PAN Coordinator, the TCC could span over every slot transmission, multiply-
ing the effectiveness of the mechanism. The conclusions taken from this simulation study
enable us to better understand the risks such techniques pose for IIoT devices which rely on
this protocol. In addition, we have learned that, by tuning specific network parameters, we
can cut down on the performance of such covert timing implementations. Such strategies
should be explored in an effort to defeat their data exfiltration capabilities. Figure 19
compares the data exfiltraton capabilities (CC capacity) between several superframe orders
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and traffic generation rates using the On/Off technique to summarise the findings; this
principle is applicable to all other techniques.

The TCC performance is highly dependent on the overall balance between slot length
(slot periodicity), specified by the SO and MO settings, and traffic generation rate. We
observed that using low SO values with low packet generation rates can effectively defeat
such timing covert channel implementations, or greatly reduce their performance, while
still guaranteeing low legitimate traffic delays. The higher frequency of the superframes
reduces the probability of transmitting several packages per GTS slot, creating starvation of
the TCC. Such a strategy will work, of course, at the expense of higher energy consumption,
as superframes become more frequent. This is observed for SO = [3, 4]. On the other hand,
higher SO values, although they are unable to provide high CC Capacity, can accommodate
greater shifts in traffic generation rate, even when applications generate very little traffic.

Figure 19. CC and Regular Channel Capacity comparison (SO—TGR).

Hence, recommendations for preventive measures would be as follows:

1. Restrict small packet lengths: Packet length affects the CC performance metrics,
particularly for lower SOs. Higher packet lengths reduce the traffic that can fit in
each GTS slot, which reduces CC transmission opportunities. On the other hand,
smaller packets may lead to more frequent transmissions, which creates more TCC
transmission opportunities. Relying on padding techniques to deal with small data
portions, if really needed, can and should be considered as a preventive measure to
reduce exfiltration capacity;

2. Decrease SO to the minimum: The smaller the SO, the higher the periodicity of slots,
and, if there are no available packets to transmit in that slot, no covert information
can be transmitted. As shown, high SOs are more flexible and can cope with very low
frequency traffic while still managing to convey covert information. This should be
paired with the next recommendation;

3. Decrease traffic generation frequency: Frequent generation of packets for transmission
increases the TCC opportunities. If low SOs are used and a TGR > 0.4, one can heavily
impair these TCC implementations;

4. Pay attention to any increase in packet inter-arrival times: Such TCCs work by in-
serting variable intervals between packet transmissions. Larger TCC bit encoding
techniques tend to insert non-negligible delays between frames, which can be noticed
as a sudden increase in delay.

6. Conclusions
6.1. Lessons Learned

Covert Channels have been receiving increased attention in the cyber-security com-
munities, due to the long term risks such implementations can present to compromised
devices and networks, particularly by supporting undetected data exfiltration or botnet
orchestration. In the IIoT domains, this is even more critical, as devices typically present
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more vulnerabilities which can be exploited by such techniques, providing a foundation to
further escalate attacks. In the particular case of IEEE 802.15.4, although this set of protocols
is quite pervasive in enabling many IIoT communication stacks, insufficient attention has
been given to this concerning problem.

The pervasiveness of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol and the timing properties of the GTS
mechanism of the DSME MAC behaviour make it a very interesting target for such cloaked
time-based constructions. In this work, we observed how feasible it is to implement a series
of timing covert channel techniques over the GTS communication mechanism and carried
out a thorough performance analysis regarding the impact of different networking settings,
exploring their limitations. We verified such TCC techniques are indeed concerning and
identified some actions that may help mitigate the impact of such CC implementations by
stopping or reducing their data exfiltration capacity. This can be achieved at the MAC level
via manipulation of a few settings as a preventive measure. Particularly, there is a strong
impact on the TCC performance due to available slot size and periodicity, which depend
on SO configuration and the available traffic generation rate. The impact of different
packet payload lengths was also measured and compared, according to previous metrics.
The payload length caused the most impact on networks with high traffic, whereas the
smallest packets could pass more information covertly due to more frequent transmissions.
However, as the traffic in the simulation scenario diminished, the impact of different
payload packet lengths was viewed as insignificant and unable to impact the covert channel
in a significant fashion.

We achieved covert traffic capacities from 1 B/s for the most naive binary TCC imple-
mentation, up to 6 B/s with the most complex ones, which support higher bit encoding
capabilities. It is clear that higher bit encoding techniques can achieve higher covert trans-
mission capacity, albeit at the cost of higher network delays. Such delays may become
unfeasible for very small GTS slot sizes (low SO); however, 4 bit encoding techniques
seem to provide a very good support across most of the common SO spectrum, without a
significant impact upon the network delay when compared to other techniques. However,
there is a clear dependency on the granularity of the CC interval (we refer to this as α),
which may enlarge due to limitations in the implementation.

6.2. Further Research

We believe this work is fundamental for IoT network designers and security experts
to assess TCC risks and to further support the development of detection and mitigation
strategies, for which our implementation can also be of great help. First, with the perfor-
mance analysis we carried out, the IoT and cyber-security communities can now be alert
and aware of the information exfiltration capacity of these exploits. Second, the provided
simulation model with three TCC implementations can now support the direct develop-
ment of mitigation mechanisms by leveraging the OmNeT++ simulation model, which
greatly facilitates thorough preliminary assessment of functionality.

Experimental deployments of such techniques can and should be carried out in the
near future to further validate these results. Such deployments are now eased by our work,
as we relied on a simulation stack, supported by the RIOT operating system, that can
be directly ported to several IoT platforms. Naturally, we expect to observe limitations
regarding combinations of low SOs and high data rates, particularly due to performance
limitations of some platforms. Indeed, the α granularity we introduced and analysed in
this work will become particularly useful in such cases, by relaxing the covert channel
temporal requirements.

Finally, although concerning, covert channels can also be explored in a beneficial way
to improve the security of these systems. One such example relies on the implementation
of cloaked authentication mechanisms, which can guarantee a legitimate origin of the IoT
message in a lightweight fashion. Such a mechanism would bring another unforeseen
advantage: in addition to achieving another layer of security, we can also mitigate any
exploitation of such a covert channel with any malicious intent, as such usage would
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disrupt the covert authentication protocol in place. We expect such covert channels can
be used in authentication and authorisation mechanisms; towards this, understanding the
performance limits of these implementations is fundamental. Hence, our contribution also
provides this support, enabling innovative usages of such covert transmission opportunities.
A preliminary study of such an authentication mechanism has already been performed,
and we will provide any interesting findings in a subsequent publication.
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